
Health Care Subcommittee

Thursday March 31, 2022 ▪ 2:00 P.M. CST

Zoom Meeting

IN ATTENDANCE: Marie Mott, Monica Sanford, Drew Stringfellow, Jules Kariher,
Chandra Smiley, Walter Arrington, Connie Bookman, Deja Carter, Blair Castro, John
Johnson

DISCUSSION:

Chandra called the meeting to order at 2:00 PM

A motion to pass the last meeting’s minutes was approved and seconded.

Connie gave an update on the overall status of the Task Force.

The group engaged in discussion on the committee’s next steps. There has been a
task-force-wide push to begin an Advocacy Subcommittee. The Task Force plans to
have an Advocacy discussion after the retreat on May 3rd at 11:45 PM. Jules suggested
we look to our Advisory Committee members in order to pull these members into the
Advocacy discussion, and see if they may be able to leverage the relationships of those
they are connected to.

The group agreed that it would be helpful to understand all the terminology and codes of
funding sources while working forward to create an Advocacy Subcommittee. We
should know what it is our COC is bringing in, and what other COC’s are bringing in as
well. We should look at what the homeless count is, and how adequately we are
counting these individuals. We also don’t want to duplicate what the COC is doing in
terms of applying for funding.

Connie stated that she previously met with Marice and Meredith and John, where they
discussed our housing inventory. Walter mentioned that our case management where
we then push these individuals to housing might not be fast enough. We should
consider what options we can take to expedite this process and be more effective in
finding these people housing.

The Healthcare Subcommittee is still committed to obtaining their metrics, implementing
z-codes and getting this new coding deployed throughout our health care systems.
Sacred Heart has some of these codes,  but they’re not available to others within their
system. Right now Sacred is working with Walter to connect him to caseworkers and
hospitalist groups until they have these codes actively implemented.

Drew says that at Baptist, they have no standard definition or code, but they have an
intern, Breanna, who is currently working to implement these.

Walter has been collaborating and partnering with Lakeview’s Street Outreach (this in
the works), and he has gone out with their Mobile Response teams and others to



introduce them to homeless individuals and is leveraging their relationships in order to
help build trust. He is also working to make sure that medications are getting to patients
via the mobile medical van.

As an update, REAP is adding several respite beds and so is Waterfront.

Since the Health Care members already see each other so often and work together
frequently, this committee has decided to “fold in.” The partners will continue to work
together, and this will make space for members to join another committee such as
Advocacy or Mental Health.

Blair gave an update on the new bus stop shelter/gazebo at Health and Hope, as well
as the Task Force’s new Facebook page where news will be shared. She will add all
Healthcare members to the Mental Health subcommittee’s roster so that they can stay
apprised and possibly join with this subcommittee if they wish.

Meeting was adjourned at 3:05 PM


